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Abstract:

Pakistan basis on two nation's theory. Muslims

want to get their separate homeland which will

give them very high honour place. But it was not

easy that time was full of conflicts. Urdu novel

paid much attention to this situation, and produce

masterpiece of novels, like "Mirat-ul-Aroos",

"Gosha-e-Aafiyyat" ,  "Terrhi  Lakeer"  and

"Guraiz" etc., This article will throw light on the

work of Urdu Novelists during the movement of

independence.

  
   

     







   





  









  
      










 
   




  



















 






 
 





 









  








 









 





  











 






  
  
















 


















  






   




   
  




 




  





 






   













 


 
 
 


 
 






